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First Sunday post-Covid ride. There's work to do!
So it's been 9 days since Covid hit, 7 days without symptoms. Been in the "real world" since Thursday (5 days isolation being the
new normal). Thursday morning I actually felt pretty good, maybe largely because it just felt good to be part of the real world again,
and especially, to be back on a bike. We'd ridden a lot faster up Kings than Thursday morning, but we'd also ridden slower. Just
making it through the whole ride, including the West Old LaHonda loop, felt like a victory.
It was good to reopen the shop again too. We were partially functional on Saturday, with just Steve and River taking care of people
who had something to pick up, but unable to help people who were there to look at bikes or buy accessories. We were shut down
completely on Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday, save for Jose working in the back, getting the repairs done and new bikes built
without any distractions. Somehow our mechanics have avoided Covid.
Ok, today. Kevin and I weren't going to "go long" despite France coming up in just three weeks. That's a problem; we haven't yet
ridden a single 100 mile ride this year; last year we would have had ridden 2 by now. At least, while we had to stay away from the
shop, we did get the Bike Fridays (our travel bikes) built up and checked out. But today, we were on our "real" bikes, and went on a
semi-real ride. Just Old LaHonda/San Gregorio/Tunitas.
Old LaHonda was tough, as expected. But at least, it was expected to be tough. Unexpected was how bad it felt just getting to the
base! I was wondering if the ride would end up being even-shorter. But it was a beautiful day, perfect weather. Heading out towards
the coast I had a brief but really painful upper hamstring issue, as I sometimes get on the flatter sections of really long rides, but this
wasn't a really long ride! Fortunately it passed pretty quickly.
Had a coffee and pastry at the San Gregorio General Store before heading up Stage Road to Tunitas. No records broken on Tunitas,
but I didn't fall apart on the steeper sections, as I feared could be the case. There is hope.
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